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Technology, Agency, Disruption, and Productivity: A Literature Review

• The bulk of the relevant research was conducted between 1998 and 2005, and while enough literature exists to establish a theoretical framework, the body of work is limited.

• Real estate agents traditionally enjoyed the advantage of a cornered market on information. (Crowston and Wigand 1998; Crowston, et al. 2001 and 2005)

• Agents were secure in their role as intermediaries between the consumer and the product.
Technology, Agency, Disruption, and Productivity: A Literature Review

• Christensen (1995 and 1997), notes that technologies can be *disruptive* to industry.

– Some scholars (Bower and Christensen 1995; Markus, et al. 2006) surmise that the increased prevalence of ICTs in various industries can cause individuals and organizations working within them to either adapt accordingly or become obsolete.
Technology, Agency, Disruption, and Productivity: A Literature Review

• Rise of information and communication technologies, or ICTs, in the workplace catalyzed process of “disintermediation” (Crowston and Wigand 1999).

  – Disintermediation: the removal of the real estate agent as the provider of information and the hub on which consumers must rely for access to property listings.
Technology, Agency, Disruption, and Productivity: A Literature Review

• Markus, et al. (2006 and 2008) use the example of the 1980s-2000s mortgage industry, which collectively adopted ICTs to eliminate the need for certain jobs, as an illustration of Christenson’s notion of disruptive technologies.

• Markus also identifies framing as a major factor in the success or failure of industry-wide technological implementation:

  – “Framing or theorizing of IT innovations...is a process that unfolds over time [and] involves identifying problems; proposing solutions; creating causal arguments; linking problems, solutions, and actions proposed to implement solutions...and rhetorically countering arguments put forth by opponents.” (p. 5)
Technology, Agency, Disruption, and Productivity: A Literature Review

• Hahn, et al (2005) and Hawker (2006) surmise that real estate agents, though early adopters, will take longer as an industry to adapt to broad ICT adoption because the industry consists of more organizations.

• Kummerow and Lun (2005) and Hawker (2006) surmise that ICTs have lowered the cost of completing a transaction due to increased competition and marketing visibility.
• Kummerow and Lun’s and Hawker’s work also indicates that agents’ fundamental role has changed as they have adapted to the availability of information to consumers.

– Agents now frame, or position, themselves not simply as intermediaries between buyer and seller, consumer and listing, but as licensed experts with exclusive real estate knowledge, skills, and abilities, without which a successful transaction might be impossible to achieve.
Research Questions

• R1: Is technological disruption framed positively or negatively in the literature on ICT usage among real estate agents?

• R2: Do real estate agents positively or negatively frame the phenomenon of ICT usage in their professional interaction?
Brief Methodological Interlude

• This study was conducted with mixed qualitative methods, including framing analysis and analysis of literature.

• The first step of conducting this research was a broad survey of the field using JSTOR, Google Scholar, and EBSCO to determine if previous scholarly work existed on the topic of technology usage in the real estate industry.
Brief Methodological Interlude

• Very few clues exist as to how agents themselves view technological phenomena and their impact on the profession.

• As a result, we conducted a framing analysis of interviews of National Association of Realtors (NAR) staff conducted between March and July, 2012, by the Creative and Collaborative Information Technology Lab at the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC).
Brief Methodological Interlude

• Due to the fact that the authors attempted to gauge agent sentiment from secondhand sources—in this case, NAR staff members—it was necessary to employ frame alignment, and specifically frame extension, to draw conclusions related to the second research question.

• Frame extension is the expansion of one population’s perspective to include another’s.
Analysis of Findings: RQ2

• 10 interviews reviewed:

  – Higher-ranking subjects (senior vice presidents) had broader notions of social network sites as important and beneficial to agents

  – Staff working more closely with members (coordinators, specialists, managers) had more specific notions of exactly how agents are using or can continue to use ICTs to build their businesses.
Analysis of Findings: RQ2

• Two dominant views regarding agent usage of ICTs:

  a. Agents are going through the motions of creating social media profiles and using ICTs, but evidence does not exist that they view these technologies as critical to building and maintaining their cache.

  OR

  b. NAR members are not only connected, but they are actively engaged, framing ICTs as essential to raising consumer perception of their professional value.
Analysis of Findings: RQ1

• Three themes emerge from the literature:
  
  • The rise of ICTs is potentially professionally destructive to real estate agents as consumers gain access to information previously owned exclusively by the agent.
  
  • Disruptive technology is not necessarily destructive to the real estate industry.
  
  • A distinction must be made between the impact of consumer ICT usage and agent ICT usage on the broader real estate industry and the real estate agency profession itself.
Analysis of Findings: RQ1

• Two divergent attitudes expressed in the literature:

• a. Crowston, et al. and Bower and Christensen begin the intellectual conversation in the mid-late 1990s by agreeing in their caution that technology, inherently disruptive, can also be destructive to industry.

HOWEVER

• b. Later research, especially Hahn (2005), Markus (2005), and Hawker (2006), focuses more intently on the potential benefits of ICT usage by consumers and agents.
Discussion/Suggestions for Future Research

• Several limitations exist to the current research:

  • Body of literature on ICTs and their impact on the real estate industry is quite limited.

  • Interviews conducted by CcIT team did not include actual practitioners in the field, requiring the authors to draw conclusions from secondhand sources.
Discussion/Suggestions for Future Research

• Multiple opportunities exist for future research:

  • Interviews must be conducted with real estate agents in order to gain a more accurate sense of how technologies are being framed within their professional community.

  • The impact of variables such as agent age, gender, geographic location, and number of years in the field should be considered.
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